Multidomain transcription factors, which are especially abundant in eukaryotic genomes, are advantageous to accelerate the search kinetics for target site because they can follow the intersegment transfer via the monkey-bar mechanism in which the protein forms a bridged intermediate between two distant DNA regions. Monkey-bar dynamics highly depends on the properties of the multidomain protein (the affinity of each of the constituent domains to the DNA and the length of the linker) and the DNA molecules (their inter-distance and inter-angle). In this study, we investigate using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations how the local conformation of the DNA may affect the DNA search performed by a multidomain protein Pax6 in comparison to that of the isolated domains. Our results suggest that in addition to the common rotation-coupled translation along the DNA major groove, for curved DNA the tethered domains may slide in a rotation-decoupled sliding mode. Furthermore, the multidomain proteins move by longer jumps on curved DNA compared with those performed by the single domain protein. The long jumps originate from the DNA curvature bringing two sequentially distant DNA sites into close proximity with each other and they suggest that multidomain proteins may move on highly curved DNA faster than linear DNA.
INTRODUCTION
Multidomain transcription factors (TFs) are composed of two or more DNA binding protein domains (DBDs) interconnected via linkers of various lengths. Each DBD contains binding motifs, such as short ␣-helixes, ␤-sheets or mixed ␣/␤ motifs, to recognize their specific DNA binding sites among myriads of nonspecific DNA sequences. Evolutionary, multidomain TFs have advantages over single domain proteins in terms of folding (1) , structural stability and functional diversity (2) (3) (4) , and they are found in abundance in eukaryotic genomes (5, 6) . The efficiency of TFs in locating their target DNA sites, often known as 'cognate sites', is largely dependent on the stability of each domain and the strength of their inter-communications or 'cross-talks' (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) .
In an extensive computational study, we previously investigated the effects of such 'cross talks' between the tethered domains of multidomain TFs while they search DNA (14) . We found that, even when the domains of a TF are tethered to each other via a flexible linker and there is no direct interface between them, the tethering itself may strongly influence the characteristics of the search mechanism adopted by the TF (15) . The tethering may increase the propensity of a domain to interact with DNA and therefore cause it to slide for longer periods. This tether-induced enhancement of sliding is accompanied by a slower linear diffusion compared with that of an isolated domain.
Apart from sliding, hopping and three-dimensional (3D) diffusion, tethering also plays important role in intersegment transfer (16) (17) (18) , which is an efficient technique for multidomain proteins to scan the nonspecific DNA sequences at a faster rate. It has been identified that during such motion, multidomain proteins can jump between distant DNA regions via a bridged intermediate in which the two tethered domains interact with distant regions of the DNA that might be separated by a long loop. We described this motion as the monkey-bar mechanism, because of the fact that the protein is composed of two domains, which allows it to jump between different DNA regions as a child swings along monkey-bars at a playground. The existence of intersegment transfer has also been confirmed by a number of in vitro experiments (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) and found as a likely mode for fast translocation in multidomain proteins on DNA but is only a sparsely populated (<1%) mode of translocation in folded single domain proteins, such as HoxD9 (24) .
An essential molecular property for efficient monkey-bar dynamics is that the domains of the multidomain protein possess different DNA binding affinities. Asymmetry in the affinity to nonspecific DNA sequences allows the multidomain protein both to explore different sections of the DNA and to bind DNA with a reasonable affinity while searching for the target site. The linker mediates between domains possessing different properties (e.g. a propensity for jumping versus binding) and thereby allows cross-talk between them. The existence of this asymmetry in binding affinity was illustrated for about 10 DBD proteins (14) and its effect on DNA search was shown in simulations and experiments for Oct-1 (14) , Pax6 (14) , and zinc-finger proteins (25) .
Our previous study (26) showed that, although single domain proteins are intrinsically unable to adopt the monkeybar mechanism to search DNA, they can approximate it if they possess a tail containing a stretch of disordered positively charged residues. A charged disordered tail acts as a protein subdomain that spontaneously searches DNA and, when it finds the cognate site, adsorbs quickly on the surface of the DNA molecule. Thus, while the tail keeps the protein associated with DNA molecules, the primary domain can quickly dissociate from its site of attachment and reassociate at a distant DNA site, thereby skipping many intervening DNA sites to accelerate the search dynamics. Indeed, the presence of asymmetricity between the bind affinities of a protein and its tail was observed for tailed DNAbinding proteins. The length of the disordered tail, its net charge and the pattern of charge distribution along the tail have enormous impacts on the formation of the bridged complex and on the overall dynamics of the associated protein (15, 27) .
Despite advances in our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of efficient DNA search by multidomain DNA-binding proteins, the relationship between the molecular properties of DNA and the adoption of the monkeybar mechanism has been explored very little. Thus, the effect of DNA geometry on the dynamics of a multidomain protein is unknown. We showed that the inter-distance between the two DNA regions affects drastically the probability to jump using the monkey-bar mechanism (26) . Similarly, the inter-angle between the two linear DNA molecules affects the jumping location and the overall chance to form bridged-intermediate (28) . In addition to the relative orientation between the two DNA molecules (distance and rotation) the local conformation of each DNA molecule may affect the monkey-bar mechanism as well.
In this study, we performed coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of a multidomain protein, the paired box protein Pax6, on two different DNA geometries, namely linear and circular DNA. The choice of circular DNA is inspired by the fact that it mimics bent or curved DNA surface and abundant examples of such DNA geometry (e.g. mitochondrial DNA) are found in the genome. Bends and kinks in DNA are often due to an intrinsic property of the DNA sequences but they can also be induced by some proteins (29) (30) (31) . For example, DNA associated with Hbb protein from Borrelia burgdorferi shows bending of more than 160
• (32), whereas, a DNA bound transcription factor A, mitochondrial (TFAM), features a U-turn on the DNA conformation at the point of association (33, 34) . In this study, we ask whether the DNA-binding multidomain proteins search DNA differently depending on the conformation and curvature of the DNA. Our motivation to understand if the scanning through curved regions is linked to the efficiency of the search will be explored by comparing the dynamics of multidomain proteins on circular and linear DNA. We also identify the role of tethering domains in the translocation of multidomain proteins compared with single domain proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation protocol
The molecular nature of the protein search dynamics on double-stranded DNA was studied using a coarse-grained model that was thoroughly described in our previous studies (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Here, we briefly describe the salient features of the model and the simulation method. The protein is modeled by a single bead per residue, centered at the C ␣ position, where Asp and Glu are each assigned a unit negative charge and Arg and Lys are each assigned a unit positive charge. The DNA molecule is represented by three beads per nucleotide (representing the phosphate, sugar and base) that are positioned at the geometric center of the respective groups. All phosphate atoms carry a unit negative charge.
The protein is allowed to interact with the DNA molecule via nonspecific excluded volume and electrostatic interactions. The latter are modeled by the Debye-Hückel potential. This model, which is valid only for dilute solutions, accounts for the ionic strength of a solute immersed in an aqueous solution (26) of dielectric constant 80 at a temperature at which the protein is completely folded, but does not take into account ion condensation on the DNA. Apart from the nonspecific interactions, the conformational energy of the protein molecule is estimated from its native topology, (41, 42) which corresponds to a perfectly funneled energy landscape, where all the nonnative interactions are repulsive and native contacts are favored according to the Lennard-Jones potential. The DNA molecule, on the other hand, is kept static during the simulation in order to isolate the effects of its geometry on protein dynamics from the possible contributions originating from fluctuations in its conformation.
The diffusion of a protein on DNA was captured using Langevin dynamics under a wide range of salt conditions (0.02-0.20 M), where the DNA molecule was placed at the center of a simulation box with periodic boundary conditions and the protein was initially placed 50Å away on the X-axis from the DNA. The dimensions of the box were such that the DNA was 150Å away from each side of the box. We note that because the DNA is modeled as a rigid molecule in our simulations, the salt is not needed to stabilize the DNA (by screening the charges on the phosphate groups) but to correctly represent the strength of the protein-DNA interactions. Due to the coarse-grained nature of the model, it is difficult to directly compare the modeled salt concentrations with the physiological ones. The distances between the charged beads of the protein and of the DNA are longer compared to the distances in the fully atomistic models. The longer distances lead to typically weaker electrostatic interactions and correspondingly the common physiological salt concentration that allow strong protein-DNA interactions (0.1-0.15 M) is shifted to lower values (∼0.01-0.05 M). Nevertheless, the coarse-grained model has successfully captured salient features of protein search modes on DNA (26, 27, 35, 51) at salt conditions ranging between 0.01 to 0.2 M.
Structural annotation of the studied multidomain transcription factor
Pax6 is a multidomain TF containing a conserved 128 amino acid DNA binding paired domain that plays critical roles in mammalian development and oncogenesis. Overall, Pax6 consists of an amino-terminal domain (the Ndomain; residues 1-60), a linker region (residues 61-76) and a carboxy-terminal domain (the C-domain; residues 77-133). As there are no direct protein-protein contacts between the two globular domains, they interact with each other solely through the flexible 15-residue linker (43) . Here, we study the dynamics of the isolated N-domain, which we refer to as Pax6 N . The crystal structure of a complex containing the Drosophila paired domain with its DNA sequence shows docking of the N-domain (14) with the DNA surface, while the C-domain does not make any DNA contacts. However, other genetic and biochemical studies suggest that the C-domain of Pax6 may also make DNA contacts, but with a slightly lower DNA affinity (14) , and that both the domains are required for efficient binding to promoters (10) .
Designing DNA conformations with circular and linear geometry
To generate double-stranded DNA structures of different geometries, we used two different tools: the W3DNA (44) web server was used to generate linear ideal B-DNA conformations, whereas circular DNA conformations were designed using Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) (45) software. Only the sequence of a single DNA strand is required to design a perfect B-DNA geometry in W3DNA, whereas crafting a circular DNA geometry using NAB requires two inputs: (1) the desired number of base pairs; and (2) the number of helical twists. The first parameter needs to be a multiple of 10 so that a uniform rise of 3.38Å (similar to that found in ideal B-DNA) is maintained. The second parameter, the number of helical twists, is a function of the amount of supercoiling present in a DNA conformation, and can be specified by the change in linking number, Δlk. In the present study, we generated 100, 300 and 500 bp circular DNA molecules with a linking number of zero. This means that destabilizing forces due to supercoiling are absent from all our circular DNA conformations. Throughout this study we use the notations S100, C500, C300 and C100 for 100 bp linear B-DNA, and for 500 bp, 300 bp and 100 bp circular DNA geometries, respectively. The corresponding curvatures, defined as the inverse of the radii of these DNA geometries, are estimated at 0, 0.003, 0.006 and 0.018Å −1 , respectively.
Sliding, hopping, 3D-diffusion
Search modes were classified as sliding, hopping or 3D diffusion on the basis of their structural conformation using a method similar to that described by Givaty and Levy (35) . To identify the different modes of interactions of Pax6 and Pax6 N , we focused only on the position of the recognition helix located in the N-domain of the respective protein. This enables a direct comparison to be undertaken between the results for Pax6 and Pax6 N , and underscores the effects of tethering two protein domains via a flexible linker. A conformation that refers to the 3D diffusion mode is characterized by a distance of at least 30Å between the center of the recognition helix and the center of the closest DNA base pair. At this distance, average electrostatic energy drops to about 2% of the energy in the sliding conformation at a low salt concentration, signifying an unbound state for the protein-DNA complex. Sliding conformations were identified if at least 70% of the N-domain recognition helix was in contact with the major DNA groove, the distance of the center of mass of the recognition region from the center of the closest DNA base pair was up to 20Å, and the orientation angle was <90
• . Any snapshot that did not meet any of these criteria was defined as a hopping conformation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of DNA geometry on the search dynamics of isolated and multidomain transcription factors
Our previous study revealed that the search efficiency of a folded single domain protein is largely dependent on the geometry of the nonspecific DNA molecule it searches (40) . In particular, the width of the DNA major groove plays a significant role in determining the electrostatic potential of the DNA, and thereby the usage of sliding and hopping during DNA search dynamics. In this study, we go further and ask how the geometry of the DNA molecule affects the search mechanism adopted by multidomain DNA-binding proteins.
To address this question, we simulated Pax6, a two-DBD protein, searching a 100 bp circular DNA molecule at salt concentrations ranging from 0.02-0.20 M. The interaction between the protein and the DNA was modeled by the Debye-Hückel potential. In addition to considering the tethered DBD, we also performed similar coarse-grained simulations for the isolated N-domain of Pax6 (Pax6 N ). As control simulations, we studied and compared the dynamics of both tethered and isolated Pax6 N on 100 bp linear DNA.
In Figure 1A and B, we present the proportions of sliding and hopping, respectively, performed by the N-domain of tethered Pax6 and by its isolated N-domain (Pax6 N ). The utilization of both search modes gradually decreases with increasing salt concentration for both the tethered and isolated domains because the corresponding electrostatic attraction between the protein and DNA weakens and the protein tends to dissociate more from the DNA surface. Furthermore, Figure 1A suggests that, irrespective of DNA geometry, the variation in sliding proportion with salt concentration for Pax6 and Pax6 N is roughly similar, except at very low salt concentrations (0.02-0.06 M), where the proportion of sliding adopted by Pax6 N is higher compared with that of Pax6. This is because of the strong electrostatic interaction between the DNA and the tethered N-domain of Pax6 which hinders the free simultaneous diffusion of both 
Circular DNA promotes 'short sliding' events in tethered proteins
To probe how the search dynamics on circular and linear DNA differ in the presence or absence of domain tethering via a flexible linker, we investigated the structural details of sliding dynamics performed by Pax6 and Pax6 N on circular and linear DNA conformations. In Figure 2 , we present the number of sliding events as a function of the number of base pairs traversed along the DNA contour during each event.
Our results suggest that at a low salt concentration (0.04 M, Figure 2A ), Pax6 N performs maximal numbers of short sliding events that typically cover 2-4 DNA base pairs (∼8-16Å). In comparison, such sliding events are slightly less likely when the protein domains are tethered, as in Pax6, on either linear or circular DNA. This observation is in line with Figure 1A , which shows a lower proportion of sliding performed by Pax6 compared with Pax6 N at low salt concentrations. A distinctly different effect, however, emerges at a higher salt concentration (0.10 M, Figure 2B ); under such conditions, Pax6 performs almost twice the number of short sliding events on circular DNA compared with linear DNA and almost double the number of sliding events as Pax6 N . The enhancement in the numbers of short sliding events for tethered N-domain of Pax6 on circular DNA is linked to the unique geometry of the circular DNA molecule. Our previous study suggested that, due to narrower major grooves inside the circular DNA and the close proximity of negatively charged phosphate atoms, the electrostatic field is stronger inside the DNA circle compared with the outer surface of the molecule (40) . Such variation of electrostatic potential in linear DNA is unlikely and, indeed, we found a uniform electrostatic potential (40) along the contour of linear B-DNA. The stronger electrostatic field in the circular DNA aids in promoting more sliding events by Pax6, which has a higher affinity toward DNA than its isolated counterpart, even under high salt conditions. However, the non-uniform major groove width of circular DNA also hinders smooth sliding over many base pairs, which leads to many but short and disrupted sliding events.
To further understand the details of the search mechanism performed by the tethered protein on linear and circular DNA, it is instructive to study its dynamics as a function of DNA curvature, which is 0Å −1 and 0.018Å −1 for 100 bp linear and circular B-DBA, respectively. We considered two additional DNA structures; 300 and 500 bp circular DNA that have intermediate curvatures of 0.006Å −1 and 0.003 A −1 , respectively. To understand the impact of the DNA curvature on the dynamics of tethered N-domain Pax6, we performed coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of Pax6 with these four different circular DNA structures and focused only on the conformations where both the Nand C-domains of Pax6 are engaged in sliding dynamics at the DNA major grooves. In Figure 3A -B, we present the profiles of such sliding conformations with respect to the number of DNA base pairs separating the N-and Cdomains of Pax6 at 0.04 M and 0.10 M salt concentrations.
For DNA structures with the lowest and highest curvatures (i.e. for 100 bp linear and circular DNA), we find single-and double-peaked probability profiles, respectively, at both salt conditions. The first hump of the double-peaked profile and the maximum of the single-peak profile roughly coincide and appear when the distance between the N-and C-domains of Pax6 is ∼7 DNA base pairs (∼24Å). In contrast, the second peak of the double-peaked probability profile of 100 bp circular DNA appears when the distance between the N-and C-domain is ∼16-17 DNA base pairs (∼54-58Å). This implies that a common sliding mechanism exists for both 100 bp circular and linear DNA, in which the two recognition helices of the N-and C-domains of Pax6 are typically placed in consecutive major grooves of a DNA structure, as shown in Figure 3C and D (labeled as '1' and '3', respectively). In addition, an alternative, unique mode of sliding dynamics exists for highly curved 100 bp circular DNA, where the two domains of Pax6 simultaneously probe two DNA sites that are far (∼16-17 base pairs) apart from each other and inaccessible otherwise on linear DNA in a single sliding snapshot. An example of such dynamics is shown in the snapshot presented in Figure 3C , labeled '2'. These two sliding modes are mechanistically different from each other: the former common sliding technique helps the tethered DBDs to slide along the DNA major grooves and read the DNA base pairs in both linear and circular DNA. Such a sliding motion is strongly coupled with rotation along the DNA major grooves (35, 46, 47) . In the alternative mode of sliding, conformations of tethered DBDs closely resemble the 'bridged-complex' formed in the intersegment transfer mechanism, with the difference that, instead of two different DNA segments, the two domains of Pax6 capitalize on the high curvature of 100 bp circular DNA and associate with two sites on the same DNA molecule that are sequentially far apart (separated by ∼16-17 bp). Presumably, the advantage of a curved DNA surface can be attained only when both the tethered domains of Pax6 are inside the circular DNA and consequently this sliding dynamics is decoupled from rotation along the DNA major grooves. With a decrease in DNA curvature from that of the 100 bp circular DNA, the 'alternative' sliding mode is only sparsely populated in 300 bp DNA (shown by dotted lines in Figure 3A and B) , while on the 500 bp circular DNA, the searching protein behaves in a similar manner as on a 100 bp linear DNA molecule and shows a singlepeaked probability distribution. The relative height of the two peaks, however, varies with salt concentration and is lower at the higher salt concentration (0.10 M) because of the weakening of the long range electrostatic attractions.
Circular DNA facilitates 'jumping' by tethered proteins
Having shown that the tethered DBDs can adopt two distinct sliding mechanisms on highly curved 100 bp circular DNA, it is interesting to understand how Pax6 switches between these two sliding modes and what other modes of translocation tethered proteins may use while they diffuse along the contour of a highly curved DNA molecule. The intricate details of such complex dynamics of multidomain proteins can only be realized by careful study of the various modes of their nonspecific association with DNA and their relative population depending of the DNA curvature.
Specifically, we examine how the tethered domains move in between two consecutive sliding events on a curved DNA surface? Our analysis suggests that a jumping mechanism operates between two consecutive sliding events, with the result that the N-domain of Pax6 hops many times along the DNA contour, whereas, the C-domain of Pax6 (which has lower DNA affinity than the N-domain), may perform either sliding or hopping dynamics. Any snapshot in which the N-domain of Pax6 performs 3D diffusion and dissociates from the DNA in between two consecutive sliding events is strictly discarded, as DNA geometry will not then have any influence on the positioning of the protein, which is located far from the DNA (see 'Materials and Methods' section for the definition of diffusion).
In Figure 4 , we estimated the cumulative numbers of jumps performed by Pax6 and Pax6 N on 100 bp circular and linear DNA and by Pax6 on 300 bp and 500 bp circular DNA, also. The results on 100 bp linear DNA at both the 0.04 M and 0.10 M salt conditions show fewer jumps by Pax6 N (black dotted line in Figure 4 .) than by tethered protein Pax6. Also, during a single jump, Pax6 N traverses a maximum of ∼3-4 bp (shown by the plateau) on the linear DNA. In comparison, the tethered protein, Pax6, performs longer jumps on linear DNA via its N-domain, which can associate with a new DNA site located even ∼10 DNA base pairs away from the original site of association. The difference in jumping length between isolated and tethered proteins stems from the presence of a tethered C-domain in Pax6, which acts as an additional arm to hook onto the DNA molecule and thereby prevents the N-domain from dissociating, even when it is weakly interacting with the DNA molecule. Unlike the single-domain protein Pax6 N , which quickly dissociates once it is slightly off the DNA surface, the N-domain in Pax6 remains close to the DNA because of the interaction between the tethered C-domain and the DNA molecule, and it performs many hopping events that result in jumps that may cover ∼10 DNA base pairs. Another important factor in the 'jump' mechanism is the geometry of the DNA structure. Our results suggest that, at a high salt concentration (0.10 M), Pax6 performs almost twice the number of jumps on 100 bp circular DNA (red line with filled circles in Figure 4B ) compared with 100 bp linear DNA (black line with filled circles in Figure 4B ). The number of jumps on 300 and 500 bp circular DNA descend in decreasing order from the number on 100 bp circular DNA, indicating the role of DNA curvature in facilitating jumping dynamics. The higher curvature, which is coupled with a stronger electrostatic potential, helps the N-domain of Pax6 to jump more frequently between DNA sites that are more distant than it can achieve on linear DNA, so enabling it to traverse 10 or more DNA base pairs in a single jump.
To investigate how the long jumps affect the overall DNA search mechanism of tethered DBDs on circular/curved DNA, we compared the dynamics of Pax6 when interacting with a 100 bp circular or linear DNA. Figure 5A and B show how Pax6 diffuses with time along the DNA contour (blue and red circles corresponds to linear and circular DNA geometries, respectively) and which DNA site are probed using sliding dynamics at salt concentrations of 0.04 and 0.10 M, respectively. When any two sliding events are linked via a jump, this is denoted by a solid black line connecting two circles. The length of the line corresponds to the length of the jump. At a low salt concentration (0.04 M), Pax6 partly scans the 100 bp linear DNA (blue circles are spread over a region that corresponds to DNA base pair indices ∼50 out of 100, Figure 5A ). This is also illustrated in Figure 5E , which shows that only about half of the linear DNA is scanned by the rotation-coupled-sliding dynamics (shown as a blue surface on the linear DNA) along the DNA major grooves. The DNA search pattern changes remarkably, however, on 100 bp circular DNA, indicating an efficient translocation of Pax6 that covers roughly the whole contour ( Figure 5A and C) of the circular DNA even at a salt concentration of 0.04 M, when 3D diffusion is least probable. This enhanced search ability is achieved by many short sliding events followed by large numbers of long jumps (as discussed in Figures 2 and 4 ) that allow tethered protein Pax6 to explore a longer DNA contour. At the higher salt concentration of 0.10 M, although the search efficiency of Pax6 on linear DNA increases slightly because of increased proportions of 3D diffusion and hopping, the numbers of sliding and jumping events are still lower than on 100 bp circular DNA. 
Correlation between number of long jumps and DNA search efficiency
The ability of the tethered protein to perform more long jumps on 100 bp circular DNA compared with linear DNA is seemingly advantageous to enabling it to probe more DNA base pairs at a faster rate. To verify this, we estimated the number of DNA positions probed, defined as the total number of unique DNA sites visited via a sliding motion, by the N-domain of Pax6 and by Pax6 N . The results are presented in Figure 6A as a function of salt concentration for both 100 bp circular and linear DNA. Figure 6A suggests that DNA scanning efficiency is considerably greater (by up to ∼4-5 fold) when performed by the tethered N-domain Pax6 compared with Pax6 N because of the enhanced ability of Pax6 to hop, which allows it to diffuse effectively along the whole contour of circular or linear DNA and the ability to perform long jumps. To investigate whether increased scanning efficiency arising from the more frequent performance of long jumps also leads to faster search kinetics, the number of DNA positions probed was plotted as a function of time ( Figure 6B and C) . We find that, irrespective of salt conditions, Pax6 reads the first ∼40 DNA sites faster (i.e. fewer molecular dynamics steps are required) on 100 bp linear rather than circular DNA, but thereafter, the efficiency is reversed in the case of low salt concentrations (<0.06 M), and Pax6 probes DNA sites faster on circular DNA. However, the search kinetics of Pax6 remains faster than that of Pax6 N on linear DNA under conditions of high salt concentration (>0.06 M). This clearly suggests that long jumps alone do not assure increased DNA scanning efficiency; rather a combination of translocation mechanisms, including sliding, is essential to recognize DNA sites precisely (20) . In fact, the performance of many long jumps on circular DNA at high salt concentrations is disadvantageous, partly because Pax6 spends more time in this mode of dynamics and consequently less time utilizing a sliding motion. Also, the protein tends to skip DNA sites lying between the take-off and landing point of a jump (which may include the DNA 'cognate' sites as well) in the absence of adequate sliding (i.e. if the proportion of sliding is less than ∼10% of all modes of dynamics, Figure 1A) by the tethered DBDs.
CONCLUSIONS
How TFs rapidly recognize their target sites on DNA is a complex phenomenon to understand. Previous studies have indicated that the monkey-bar mechanism is a key mechanism for boosting the search kinetics of multidomain proteins exposed to high concentrations of DNA molecules. At low DNA concentrations, where only few or no DNA segments are nearby, this mode of search dynamics seems less likely, raising the question of how multidomain TFs perform search dynamics under such conditions. Furthermore, recent studies have established a strong correlation between DNA geometry and the search dynamics adopted by single domain proteins interacting with it (20, 26, 28, 48, 49) . It is, therefore, interesting to know the nature of the effect of DNA geometry and in particular DNA curvature on the dynamics of multidomain proteins and to understand the possible mechanisms via which a multidomain TF explores the contour of a DNA molecule.
In this study, we investigated these questions by performing coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of a multidomain TF Pax6 with DNA geometries that have various curvatures. In our model, the protein is allowed to interact with the DNA molecule via nonspecific electrostatic interactions. We show that, from the mechanistic point of view, the dynamics of Pax6 on 100 bp circular DNA differs from that on linear B-DNA of same length. For example, our results suggest that, in addition to the commonly known rotation-coupled sliding mechanism, another mode of sliding dynamics may exist. This unique mode of sliding originates from the DNA curvature bringing two sequentially distant DNA sites into close proximity with each other, such that the tethered protein Pax6 can associate with two distant DNA sites simultaneously, which is apparently not feasible on linear DNA. The corresponding protein conNucleic Acids Research, 2014, Vol. 42, No. 20 12423 formations are analogous to the bridged complex formed in the monkey-bar dynamics (15, 26) . The main difference between the two is that, instead of the multiple DNA segments involved in intersegment transfer, here, multidomain proteins use the DNA curvature to associate with two distant sites on the same DNA molecule. The greater the DNA curvature, the more distant the sites that can be brought spatially close to each other and take part in forming the bridged complex. We also found that such a sliding dynamics is decoupled from the rotation of the protein along the DNA major grooves. While previous nuclear magnetic resonance studies have confirmed the existence of rotationcoupled-sliding dynamics by proteins on DNA (50), we note that using an in silico dynamic model of protein and DNA, Terakawa et. al. has recently reported that the two DBDs of p53 perform rotation-decoupled sliding motion, during which it also causes significant bending in the DNA conformation at the point of p53 association (51, 52) . This is in line with another experimental study where, using the scanning force microscopy, authors proposed that sharp DNA bending (as much as 60-80
• ) facilitates the target site location in Cro protein (53) . However, what mechanical advantages a curved DNA surface may provide to the interacting multidomain proteins and what is the correlation between rotation-decoupled sliding and the deformation in DNA conformations (bending/curvature) were unknown. Our study based on molecular simulations of a multidomain protein interacting with circular DNA (having curved DNA surface), where the intrinsic flexibility of DNA molecule was ignored to isolate the impacts of DNA curvature on dynamics of tethered proteins is proved to be a potential approach to address these issues. We emphasize that the rotation-decoupled sliding dynamics is feasible only if the protein domains are tethered via a flexible linker and the interacting DNA surface is highly curved, such that the constituent domains of the protein move alternately along the DNA contour through a 'monkey-bar'-like mechanism (26) .
The tethering of protein domains is also advantageous in promoting longer jumps compared with those performed by the single domain protein. When one of two tethered protein domains interacts with DNA, it ensures that the whole protein will remain close to the DNA surface while the second domain may jump to distant DNA sequences. We found that, when Pax6 slides along DNA, the N-domain of the tethered protein performed significantly longer hopping events and jumps to many DNA sites than the isolated Ndomain of Pax6 N performed. Although, these long jumps boost the speed of the search dynamics and help in global translocation of the multidomain TFs along the DNA contour, they decrease the proportion of the search conducted using the sliding mechanism, which translates into a diminished ability to probe the maximum number of DNA base pairs. This might not be a concern if the cognate sites are not located in highly curved DNA regions. Nevertheless, for a more rugged DNA due to sequence variations, the balance between the search modes of the multidomain TF on a curved DNA can be changed. Our results therefore suggest that, by modulating DNA curvatures, the population of different translocation modes can be altered significantly and only an optimal DNA curvature can provide the necessary fine balance between sliding and jumping dynamics to ensure the most efficient scan of the DNA contour.
